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SYNDROMES WITHOUT A NAME (SWAN) AUSTRALIA
SWAN Australia is the peak body for undiagnosed and rare genetic conditions. We are a not-forprofit charity which provides information and support to families caring for a child with an
undiagnosed or rare genetic condition. We aim to increase awareness and understanding of the
impact and prevalence of undiagnosed and rare genetic conditions within the community.
We offer parent information seminars, workshops and peer support events, which provide
families with a chance to network and connect in social settings for information sharing and
support.
We strive to continue to grow and support more SWAN families. We offer the highest standard
of peer support possible to our members, so they feel connected while caring for a child with an
undiagnosed or rare genetic condition.
SWAN families often struggle with their child’s unknown future. They may experience isolation,
frustration and anxiety while caring for a SWAN child. There is a lack of support for undiagnosed
and rare genetic conditions which can have social, emotional and financial impacts on SWAN
families.
We advocate for better resources and further funding into genetic research and testing. Our goal
is for genetic testing options to be made available for any family who needs it, and getting more
accurate results with less waiting time. We strive to obtain better resources and future pathways
for our SWAN children.

OUR TEAM
Office Bearers
President – Heather Renton
Vice President – Tim McMahon
Treasurer – Alice Marshall
Secretary – Rhiana Spinoso

It is estimated that 2400
children born without a
diagnosis for their genetic
condition and 400,000
children living in Australia
with a rare disease.

Committee Members
Dani McLennan, Cody Oliveira & Georgia Meagher

SWAN Ambassador
Dr Sue White
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
SWAN has had a busy 12 months which has seen us supporting over 230
families across Australia. Parents have been keen to learn more about the
NDIS and genomic testing, and we have offered a range of workshops from
“Wills, Trusts and Enduring Power of Attorneys” to the NDIS. The demand
for parent phone or message support has increased and it is reassuring that
families can reach out to SWAN for assistance.
Our financial status as improved considerably and has allowed us to deliver more services to
SWAN families thanks to the generous contribution of our grant providers; Alfred Felton Bequest
Fund managed by Equity Trustees, Westpac Community Foundation, Australian Community
Foundation, Australian Federation of Disability Organisations (AFDO) and Nelson Alexander.
Our social events are proving very popular and we look forward to expanding these into
different regions across the country. We commenced regional morning teas in Victoria this year,
which have attracted loyal following. These have proven very beneficial in connecting SWAN
members living close to one another for mutual peer support. We have started to expand our
morning teas interstate and hope to offer more of these over the coming months.
We held a few “first” SWAN events; a SWAN QLD Parent dinner and a SWAN WA and VIC Parent
Dinner in recognition of Rare Disease Day. We commenced our VIC SWAN Mum’s support
dinners and continued with our traditional Post Mother’s Day Mingle, which proved ever so
popular at Brunetti’s. Our festive party at the Big Goose was also hugely popular, with many
members attending an event for the very first time.
Undiagnosed Children’s Awareness Day (UCAD) keeps growing in the number of stalls,
attractions, SWAN families and community support. We welcomed Danny Pearson MP to our
event this year. The event would not be so successful if it was not for the dedication and hard
work of Kate McMahon and the large number of SWAN volunteers who assist on the day. We
thank Kate and her devoted team for the huge effort they put in every year at this event.
We celebrated five years of SWAN last September and reflected on how much we have grown as
an organisation, not only with our increased membership but also in the direction we want to
take. We will never lose sight of our core value of providing peer to peer support to our
members.
Our knowledge of the health and disability sector, advocacy and the NDIS has also expanded
allowing us to support more families. We have heard that many of our members have now
formed firm friendships within SWAN. We reflect back that once upon a time, it was only a few
members who would post on our closed Facebook Page offering to bring a SWAN member a
coffee when they were in hospital. Now more and more of our members are offering support to
other SWAN families, demonstrating the true value of peer support.
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Our Vice President Tim McMahon has made an outstanding contribution to our Dad’s group and
has hosted activities such as barefoot bowls, trivia and pub nights, not to mention a Big Bash
cricket game. The mental health of SWAN Carers, particularly SWAN Dads is so important and
the success of the Dad’s group it is a credit to Tim. We thank him for his passion and support
given to this group.
We have worked hard on advocating for issues close to our members hearts, such as finding a
diagnosis for more SWAN children, disability, education and the NDIS. We have written
government submissions and letters to politicians in the hope that our concerns in these areas
are addressed.
We sincerely want to thank our SWAN members who have shared their story with the media and
other SWAN members. Raising awareness of undiagnosed and rare genetic conditions with
government and the wider community paves the way for support for other SWAN families.
We would like to thank and acknowledge our grant providers who contribute financially in
supporting our work; Nelson Alexander, Australian Communities Foundation, Alfred Felton
Bequest Fund, Westpac Foundation Community, Australian Federation of Disability
Organisations (AFDO) and all our donors who believe in the work we do. Their support allows us
to make a difference to the lives of SWAN families.
And last but not least, we would like to thank our SWAN committee for their commitment,
devotion and enthusiasm; Tim McMahon, Cody Oliveira, Rhiana Spinoso, Alice Marshall, Dani
McLennan and Georgia Meagher. A big thank you to Kate McMahon and all the volunteers who
have helped in one way or another with SWAN over the last year.

Heather Renton
President
SWAN Australia
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2019 – THE YEAR TO COME
SWAN Australia’s vision is to support and empower families as they care for their SWAN child.
We want to ensure that no SWAN family feels unsupported or isolated on their journey. To try
and limit the isolation amongst our members, we are planning several events for our members
ranging from peer support morning teas and workshops to commencing a SWAN playgroup,
similar to a MyTime group. We once again will plan events around Rare Disease Day and
Undiagnosed Children’s Awareness Day in the hope of increasing awareness within the wider
community of the large number of SWAN families who care for a child with an undiagnosed or
rare genetic condition. These days also allow our community to come together in a relaxed
environment so they can support each other.
We are going to hold an inaugural SWAN conference next year which will be a chance to
educate our community about genomics, supports service providers and give members an
opportunity to network with each other.
We are going to target Maternal Health Nurses, GP’s, Allied health professionals and clinicians as
a collective to empower them to support SWAN families better. To do this, we are planning to
write a brochure, full of useful tips about ways they can assist our families from
pre-diagnosis to diagnosis (if one is obtained). We are hoping this will help with elevating some
of the mental health issues which often go hand in hand when SWAN families don’t have a
diagnosis. These families need to be supported by a multi-disciplinary team.
We will continue to advocate for a fair and equitable access to genomic testing and treatment
plans. We want to ensure access to diagnosis and treatment plans are equitable, so that SWAN
families can achieve better outcomes and treatment plans for their children and enable them to
reach their full potential.

5 YEAR PLAN AND PROJECTS
As we look a head at the future of SWAN we only see us continuing to grow and become a
stronger peer support group and advocate organisation for our SWAN members. We hope to
expand our numbers, particularly outside Victoria.
We are thrilled that the Federal Government is serious about the future of precision medicine
and commitment to supporting it. We hope that these supports will include funding SWAN and
rare genetic support groups so that they can be sustainable as their demand for support grows
and more families receive a diagnosis for their SWAN child. We will continue to advocate for
genomic sequencing tests to be made available through Medicare for our members, as by having
a diagnosis, families can feel better connected with their peers as they share their child’s journey
with networks and connections around the world. Supporting SWAN families who receive a
diagnosis is a priority for us – especially when there is no support group in Australia to support
them.
We will continue our partnership with Rare Voices Australia in lobbying for a better life for all
Australian’s living with a rare disease. We will continue to work with other like-minded
organisation such as the Genetic Support Network of Victoria, the Genetic and Rare Disease
Network in WA and the Genetic Alliance Australia in supporting the undiagnosed and rare
diseases community as best we can.
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PROFIT & LOSS
Syndromes Without A Name (SWAN) – Australia
1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018
30 June 2018

30 June 2017

Donations

3,159

2833

Fundraising & Events

6,086

4711

45,500

10,100

Interest Income

98

83

Other Revenue

75

Total Income

54,918

17,727

Accounting Software

275

-

Advertising/Marketing

444

2889

10,423

4991

-

75

Gifts/Parent Support

218

251

Governance Expenses

57

56

1,755

1,755

Membership

279

107

Printing, Stationary & Postage

831

451

94

40

429

524

1,654

-

192

-

Income

Grants

Gross Profit
Less Operating Expenses

Event Expenses
General Expenses

Insurance

Telephone & Internet
Website Expenses
Travel & Accommodation - National
Merchandise
Total Operating Expenses
Net Profit

16,651

11,139

38,267

6,589
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BALANCE SHEET
Syndromes Without A Name (SWAN) – Australia
As at 30 June 2018
30 June 2018

30 June 2017

31,828

3,656

-

50

Westpac Community Solutions Cash Reserve

24,231

14,094

Total Bank

56,059

17,801

671

671

671

671

Total Assets

56,730

18,472

Net Assets

56,730

18,472

Current Year Earnings

38,267

6,5889

Retained Earnings

18,463

11,883

56,730

18,472

Assets
Bank
Community Solutions One
Westpac Business Cash Reserve

Fixed Assets
Office Equipment
Total Fixed Assets

Equity

Total Equity
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Photos from Undiagnosed Children’s Awareness Day (UCAD)
- Courtesy of Rebecca Conci Photography.

“Without the support of SWAN, I think our
family would have reached breaking point
this year. Just knowing that we are not
alone in our journey and having the
support of other families who understand
what it is like to care for a SWAN
child is a huge relief.”
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Photos from SWAN Events
- Photos provided courtesy of SWAN Members

“To all the amazing SWAN Mums that I just had the
pleasure of meeting at Brunetti – thank you from the
absolute bottom of my heart. I haven’t laughed so hard in
ages, especially not with a bunch of total strangers!
As tough as being a SWAN Mum can be sometimes, being
reminded that we’re not alone in this makes such a
difference and for that I’m so grateful. Looking forward to
meeting more of you and your families in the future”
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“You don’t know what this event means to me, before
I came today, I had never met anyone who had a child
with a disability or medical condition, let alone
someone who had a child with an undiagnosed
genetic condition, now I have made 3 friends who I
will continue to connect with”
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PARENT STORY
Rebecca Glover shares her story about Ruby’s undiagnosed journey.
As I sit here, pondering over the story of a little SWAN named Ruby, her sister Sophie and
myself, I am lost for words!
Here we are, nine years on from when everything became a blur and life transformed in to
a very protected and personal bubble of the unknown. I came across the words I shared
back then……
July 2nd, 2009, what a special day. Today was the day I
came into the world and finally met my parents and
doting sister, Sophie. I'd like to now share the story with
you, so this is how it goes...
From then until now is a story by far, but seems to
have flown like a high speed car,
With ten fingers and ten toes, a pouty mouth and cute
button nose,
What a miracle I was, like any baby born, feed me, cuddle me, ahhhh yawn,
I love my sleep, playtime and friends, but who knew this was soon to end.
I was getting so strong and developing well,
until something happened and went off like a bell.
At nine weeks old I began to feel ill,
When asking for help I was handed a pill.
Excruciating pain ran through my spine,
If only we knew what had happened at the time,
From the top of my head to the tips of my toes,
I wish someone had helped with my mummy's woes.
Doctor here, nurse there,
specialist appointments everywhere,
Colic or reflux, food allergy or intolerance?,
Are doctors really the experts? Please excuse my ignorance!
At sixteen weeks nothing improved,
In fact I was in a worse kind of mood.
Nonstop screaming and pain oh so sore,
It's hard to imagine what's through the next door.
Rushed to hospital, bright lights everywhere,
What's going on? we had absolutely no idea.
Then the time came where blue turned to grey,
Please oh please would it all go away.
Diagnosed with spasm and seizure activity,
It was all too unthinkable for my mummy and daddy.
What did this mean, where is our future now?
So many questions like why, when and how.
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The next few months are quite a blur,
Too much to mention, or remembering where we once were.
All I can say is what a journey it's been,
But this world is a place with lots to be seen.
No matter my diagnosis,
or suggested prognosis.
I know now for certain,
I'm opening this curtain.
No more darkness or sadness or tears on
board,
It's now time to be positive and cut that cord!
My dear Mummy and Sister Sophie,
Will start the story of Realising Ruby......

It is incredibly humbling and haunting to read those
words and remember where we once were and how
things change so quickly. One thing is for sure, and that
is without a doubt that this ‘journey’ has not been in
vain. We (the royal we- Ruby, Sophie and I), have taken
every opportunity to live life to the fullest. The family
unit has become stronger, friendships have changed
yet blossomed and public speaking has come about
and taken us to many amazing places. Events have had
us travel, business opportunities have enabled us
purpose and building connections has allowed us to
share our story and open up this special world to those
who’ve not yet had the privilege to experience what
true living is like.
I could go in to sharing Ruby’s ‘Undiagnosed’ condition and the
challenges which encroach on her every day living. Such as the
PEG tube which enables her nutrition, the eye-gaze device which
assists her to communicate, the wheelchair to allow her to visit
her favourite places and see friends at school, the suction
machine to assist with clearing saliva, the electric bed to keep her
safe to provide different positions. However, this is only a part of
Ruby. What we, and all those who know Ruby, comment on are
her eyes and incredibly cheeky grin. Although she is one complex
little being, she is teaching so much, to those who share in our
journey.
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Yes, life is incredibly tough and
challenging and painful at times.
Stages can fall in to darkness and
despair, however through the
dimly lit room the light starts to
flicker, and the beauty slowly
reveals itself. Drawing from my
own personal experience, I
cannot encourage you enough to
surround yourself with other
beautiful SWAN’s and seek the
teachings and wise words of
wisdom each family can bring. I
guarantee your wings will expand and you will take flight (wherever this may be!).
It is an honour to be a part of the SWAN family and share in all the teachings your cherubs
teach us each day.
Much Love, Bec, Sophie and Ruby.
Photo courtesy of Rebecca Glover

FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS
SWAN values your generous and kind donation. You can donate from our website:
https://swanaus.org.au/donate. All donations over $2 are tax deductible. Your financial
support allows us to:

•

Provide information and support to SWAN families; SWAN parent telephone
support & information line, networking events, peer to peer support
opportunities e.g. parent dinners, morning teas, family events

•

To produce and update marketing material; brochures, videos, podcasts and
website and social media content aimed at supporting not only families but
also professionals who care for SWAN children

•

To promote and facilitate Undiagnosed Children's Awareness Day in March
each year

•

To fund SWAN guest speakers; counsellors, geneticists and different
therapists to support parents in caring for a child with an undiagnosed or
rare genetic condition
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SWAN WOULD LIKE TO THANK THEIR SPONSORS

Managed by Equity Trustees

SWAN CONTACT DETAILS
Syndromes Without A Name (SWAN) Australia
A:

PO Box 390, Fairfield, VIC 3078

T:

0404 280 441

E:

info@swanaus.or.au

W:

www.swanaus.org.au
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